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Since in the last several years numerous letters have poured in to the author,
al asking for detailed instructions
on hood-making,
I have decided there must he
mough inter est to wanant
writing; a more detailed arti::le on hoou-ma:dng
tllan
I could cram into a few letters to individuals.
So to anyone v/ho wishes to read
t1is, pe:·haps a small insight on how I make my hoods might prove helpful to those
~ho wish to, try hood-making.
Falconers
have and will continue to argue points on hoodi Ilg; how a hood
s.ould fit, be decorated etc.
So to avoid any conflict I will not try to convince
aiyone how a hood shou)d fit or should be made.
The pur_pose of this article is to
hJp those who- want to try it. There are doubtless many who read this who will
n,t agree on how a hood should be made. Since my methods may differ from others
I shall beg your indulgence.
It has been noticed that the two main Dutch types are those similar to Mollen's
h1ods and the French way of making a hood. Mollen's hoods seem to fit well forward
01 the upper mandible so that the leathe1 does not touch any of the soft parts of
tle mouth.
The French style seems to require more cutting of the beak opening;,
aid has to be trimmed in such a way that the soft parts of the mouth, miss the
· le.-1ther. When refening
to the French hoods, I refer to the hoods made by Ondet,
w10 made beautifully finished hoods. I have examined a great number of his hoods,
aid have Leen informed he did an immense amount of experimentiEg
,vhile engaged
ir hood-making.
His later hoods fit some birds well, while some might not fit
aiything: with feathers.
Mollen's hoods fit well, but they were made of heavier
le1ther than is deemed necessai·y, and I personally
do not like colored cloth sides
die to the fact that the cloth soon frays, so that a hawk will eventually
snag a
ta.on. Colored leather is supe1·ior. Since my own efforts have been directed along
tl-:e Ondet style of hood-making
I shall cc,nfine and limit my writing to how I have
fdlowed his style of hood-making and design.
A few tools are required, which might be termed basic:
Leather punch, with varying sized punches, sharp Exacto blades and
smooth handle, two tooling irons, small needle nosed pliers, glover's needles,
or blunt· nosed needles, beeswax, harness makers thread (dental floss a good
substitute),
small awl, small pair of divi<lers is handy and will be mentioned
further on, leather which consists of: 1. 4 or 5 ounce cow hide; 2. A strong
leather, light, for drawstraps.
Trim leather, colored, Morroco goat is a good
leather. It is durable, will take water, and does not tear readily.
Coltskin
which is colored is good, but Morroco goat has met all demands.
To make Dutch type hoods requi1·es forms.
Dutch type hoods a1e sewed, wetted
arrl formed over the form.
Forms are made of wood, plaste1·, alba stone 01· metal.
A plaste1· fo1·m should
be the experimental
model, as changes can easily be made on plaste1, either by adding
to it, 01· by trimming and sanding until the exact rnold is accomplished through ti·ial
anl eno1·. A penmrnent
fcrn1 which has proved a good fit fo1· the type hawk
inendeci can then be casL in metal.
Aluminum is perhaps the bc~st, and will stand
a g:1eat amount of abuse frcm hammering,
etc., with no danwge,
Let us fi1st concent o,11·3eh-cs with the begirn,ing:
Fo1· example, ::t peregrine
facon. One hood ·will by no means fit r;vei·y pe1·egTine falcon that comes along·. As
mny as thirty vaifations
of hoods haYe been ti·ied on a falcon at my place before
01; was found
a pe1fect fit. This is the irnpo1tmt thing, a hood to be worthwhile
MJST FIT THE BIRD ...
looks are secondary.
A nicely made hood, and other
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items add to the look:; of the bird, but to get the bird to take the hood that fits her
best is the main item. When I mention thirty hoods, I de not mean to be misleading
and say that it requires thirty molds, since several variations
can be made off one
form, but we can assume that at least a third of the total number of hoods tried
on were individual molds.
Perhaps to the naked eye it might not appear to be with
too much difference from the others, yet it shows up when tried on various birds.
One hood off a form might fit one falcon of average size and another the same
apparent size will not stand to the sam8 hood. The size of falcons' heads varies considerably.
Therefore
to make one or two forms is futile and of little use in the
long run.
I have known falconers who had but two or three hoods, and crammed
them on every hawk that came along.
The hawks would have done better not to
have had any hood, than have to submit to this.
Head sizes in hawks vary more
than in humans.
A hood can be made to fit if altered to individual birds if the
mold is a good one and has fit a number of falcons over a space of time, but since
no one hood will fit every hawk it will be necessary to make several molds of tried
and proven design.
A Dutch type hood cannot be made properly without a form.
I have seen hood~
made that were never stretched
over a form.
They have little or no shape and as
finished products were no more than at the stage that is arrived at prior to wetting
and stretching
over the form.

Steps in :Making Form
I have already mentioned the materials best suited for this purpose.
The beginning mold is perhaps the most difficult.
There are several ways of acqmrmg
a
mold to start.
Since most falconers are rather hesitant
about loaning hood molds,
with good reason, we will have to start at rock bottom.
Anyone wishing to make hoods, has already a basic knowledge of hoods, and
their use. So, if an old hood has been satisfactory
on several birds, but is at the
stage of falling apart at the seams, it can be used.
We know it has been used
with success.
It fit several falcons in the past.
Since we know the future need
for the same hood, we can destroy the hood in the process.
But the end result will
be the same hood, in size, pattern, etc., and perhaps a few variations
besides.
Remove the old drawstraps,
the plumle, and the bottom trim leather.
Using
Scotch tape, or similar material,
carefully wrap the leather on the outside of the
hood, so that it is fairly tight, but does not crush or squeeze the leather, especially
in the back where it opens.
Tape further
at the bottom
so that when plaster
paris or other material is poured in th2 hood it will have some lap at the bottom
of the mold.
When you are sure there are no spots where the wet substance can
leak out, press the hood to assure no distortion on sides or back.
Alba storie is superior in strength
and if any future wo1·k is to be done on
the mold, it works better than plain plaste1· of paris.
A not too wet consistency is
best since we do not have a great amount to pour, and helps in keeping the leather
dry, and will not soak the hood through.
After the plaster of paris or alba stone
has dried (I usually remove within an hom) carefully peel the tape off the leather,
and then with a razor blade cut the th1·eads in the seam on both eye pieces and
peel the two eye pieces and the main boJy off the mold. Save these as they simplify
making a pattern.
You will note that the mold is roughened
by the texture
of the leather, and
will show the flaws, where the indentations
were made by drawstraps,
their slits,
the slits for the plume, and the beak oprning.
We cannot sand this down as it is,
since we would be making an undersized hood. We must then add a thin layer of
plaster to the whole mold to cover up the blemishes caused by our first pouring.
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A thin layer is all we need, enough to fill in the rough spots. The whole hood part
of the mold can then be sanded down to a smooth surface.
Since the added layer
of plaster will chip or peel if wetted and used as a mold, we must then make a mold
of this and cast a solid one piece finished mold.
Since this can be done without
desc1·ibing the steps let us go on to another type cf mold.
After using the plaster and alba stone molds for years, I have found plastic
wood can be used with far better success.
This takes longer, since the first layer
of wood must be thin and allowed to harden before filling- in the shell with plastic
wood.
It requires frequent pressing of the drying wood to get a solid block, and
you have to be careful lest you distort the shape of the hood. Plastic wood takes
longer to dry, but when it is hard, makes a very durable
finished
mold, can be
sanded very glossy, and does not absorb water as alba stone, or plaster.
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When the inside is almost dry a matching nut or threaded
cylinder
can be
inserted in the base, or bottom of the mold. T'his helps in the event one wishes to
make various molds but wants to have a standard base to use. Having the screw
part firmly imbedded in the main base you can change molds, by simply unscrewing
the top part and switching to another size. See. Fig-. 1. This would apply only to
someone who wishes to carry through on hood making and desires to build up a
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1arge assortment
of hood sizes.
I usual1y paint or scratch m a numbe1· on the mo1d
itself, and the pattern
fo1· this hood is identified
by the same numbe1·, as is the
finished hood marked on the inside.
After the mold has been sanded and any disto1tion or blemishes have been e1 adicated, set it asirle to d1·y thol'Oughly.
Take th€ three pieces of the original hood,
lay them down on paper or ca1·dboal'd and trace them as they a1·e. \Ve cannot us~
these since this leather
was l'.nt undersized
originally
and through
wetting
and
stretchi:1g over the m0ld when made, has increased in size. We must cut om· pattern
somewhat
smaller, especially
in back.
(Note figure 2).
The line drnwing
shows
how the pieces look when layed flat.
Om pattern
must be cut more to the :chap8
as sho\Yn by dotted lines.
You will note that 1 have left a tab at the bottom
of the eye piece and at each end of the main body piece.
This is necessa1·y and
will be explained further
on.
When we have the pattern
cut, and I must add at this point, that when cut
from the leathe1·, we DO NOT CUT thG beak opening, or any splits or back opening.
It is one solid piece of leathe1· as in figure 3. After you have the pattern
made as suggested,
trnce on a good grnde of hood kather
(not ink).
A fine needle
awl will suffice.
Then ca1efully cut at a slight bevel inwards the two eye pieces
and the main body pieces.
I have drawn a dotted line also on figure 3 to show
the actual overall length of the 01·iginal pattern
so ignore this and do not put it
on the leathe1· you are cutting-. We shall need this excess material as will be explained
later.
If we intend to cover the eye pieces with colOl'ed leather, 01 colored suede, the
eye piece is laid down on the reverse side of the lea the1· and cut la1·ger as in figm·e
4. You must be careful you make two different
ones and not end up with two for
the same side.
Glue the two pieces of leather together· and press (a1tists rubber
cement)
allowing both sides to dry prior to fiimly p1·essing together.
Glue must
be put on the edges, and pressed together
along the edges and the excess tl'immed
off, eithe1· with a ve1·y sharp razor blade or small scissors.
With dividers, equally meas me your stitches,
and get the two sides to match;
otherwise
one side will end up sh01te1· than the other when sewing is completed.
(Fig. 5). This is done on the unde1· side of the leather.
The same spacing is used
on the eye pieces.
After the pieces have been ma1ked, I generally
take a sharp
awl if the leather is of the type that a glove1·'s needle will not penetrate
by itself.
Take the aw 1 and pre-punch where it will be sewed.
( See Fig. 5). This is enlarged
to show that the awl is pushed thl'Ough at an angle.
The same is done with the eye
pieces.
Do not make the holes too large, or you will rip the leather when you sew.
There a1e many "dos and don'ts" in hood-making,
but space limits going into that
much detail.
A lot will be learned by ti·ial and enor, and this is not a manual on
hood-making;
just hints that may prove helpful.
Thread your needles, beeswax the thread, but tie no knot m the long end of
the thread.
And here some people will disagree on how the hood should be sewed.
I sew the hood, as will be explained,
due to the fact that at any time, should the
hood leak light, the thi eads can be tightened
to make the hood light tight.
this type of sewing is by far the best because of this.
Some hood-makers
c1·oss stitch,
sewed

with

which
this

looks

stitch

ve1·y nice
that

clid not

and

adds

leak

class,

light.

but
You

I have
cannot

yet
tighten

In fact
use a

to see a hood
the

th1·eads,

and after the kathn
has dried the seams leak light badly.
Since a hood to be at
all effecti,'e
must oe light-tight,
I feel that the ;::ewing as desc1·ibed is best suited,
but not a,; dressy as the x stitch.
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Ru11 the thread thrnugh the me-punched
p01 tion d tre eye piPe:E. near the bottom, and again thrcugh th0 rnai11 body piece (Se(; Fig. 7) and tie a knot here and
begin sewing.
I have found 1.,hat in taking about ten stitches
on this side, and
then sta~·ting· on the othe1· side sirnpiifies mattel'S.
1'he sewing then finishes almost
at the same tin,e.
The thn·ads should be pulled taut, but avoid breakage,
as this
becomes exasperating·
and makes extnt wrd~.
If a th1 ead b1·eaks you have to start
over on that side, as we will need the whole th1·ead to tighten the hood later.
The
r.arncss th1·ead is ve1·y hai·d to b1·eak and will take a lot of tugging to cause brc'akagc, b'"t it scmetime.s happens and on•~ must then sta1t over.
Beeswax keeps the
1
thread from fraying,
and helps waterp oof it to a de_g·ree. Incidentally,
the hood
is sewed from the l.NSIDE, ar,d when 2.11 sewing is completed, the colored leather
sides and finished leather of the body 01· cente1· piece should be on the OUTSIDE.
We do not have to wet and 1eve1·se it \\.·hen sewed this way. Consequently
we can
µ;ct the Lhreads cigMel' to begin, and the leather is sewed ch·y. The fJlie1·s pn~viously
listel! help in clnn-ving· the ::1ecclle thrnu.id1 w11en che space becornc:s i::cnfilicc. as the
hood ta'.,es siiape.
i'io•.,. cumes the wetting
A lot dcpt:nd.,, 011 the leathe1·,
j)a1ts of the hide ·will budge
st,·etrh is given the lcathc1·

ar:d sti-etchi1,g.
Hc,re aga;n the1·e is no 1·ule to -follow.
sume leather will, when wet, stl·etch like nshbm·. Othci·
ve1·y little, <c'\'en \'.'hen soaked.
I haYe found that rnon=·
if hot \vate:1· i~ used.

Soak the inside of the hcod, but
penetrates the outside of the lcathcL

do nGt let it soak clear tl1l'ough rn that it
Try it on the mold.
You will have to use
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force to get it on the mold and this is one reason why it is better not to soak clear
through, as the leather has a tendency to buckle and wrinkle.
If only partially wet
it still retains a certain stiffness which helps to get it over the mold without too
much buckle.
When you have worked the hood ove1· the mold as much a::c possible with your
hands and use cf fingers, take pliers and pull f1 om the back downwards
on the
excess leather I said to leave on the main body piece.
(As shown in F'ig. 8). Take
the handle of the exacto knife and start 1olling ai:,d working the leather downwards
on the mold (the palms of the hands can be used quite well).
Gradually mold and
work the seams together
so no thread shows, frequently
pulling on the hack tab
with the pliers as you get the hood more and more down over the contours of the
mold. It takes anywhere from an hom· or two or more to get it completely mated to
the mold where it fits skin tight.
The seams al'e important,
and considerable
time
must be spent to insure only a fine line where the pieces are butted against one
another so that no th1·ead shows.
A slight amount may show as it drys, but this
can be eliminated by the tightening
process later on and so causes less worry than
getting the leather stretched p1·operly over the mold. Care must be used in getting
the hood set properly on the mold so that it will not be off center.
Marks on the
hood mold itself will help prevent this. The marks can be made on the mold almost
identical to the line left by the hood that the mold was cast in. Otherwise you
must determine by eye and measuring
to find a center and guide lines for the eye
pieces.
I do not suggest pulling on the excess material on the eye pieces, since in
doing so there may be damage that cannct be repai1 ed. The eye bulge is important
and we do not want the bottom of the hood to be loose a10und the mold. Do your
tugging on the back tab, and the rest with hands, fingers and by use of the round
handle and its rolling action.
Any tooling, or stamping: to make the hood more decorative
should be done
afte1· the hood has set for several hours.
When the surface of the leather starts
to appea1· its natural shade is the best time to make impressions.
Normal pressure
with the tool held in the hand will depress the leather enough to hold the impression. If the leather is too wet, it will not take an impression.
Ha,ving gone through
the stage of fancy hand \:'.a1·ved, and elabornte hoods, which are highly decorative,
but serve more as mantle pieces than a good wearable unit, I find the less tooling
on a hoQd the betteL
A ce1-tain amount tends to finish the product, but too many
hood makers cannot stop once they get a few tools in their hands.
They make
impressions
until they run out of leathe1·.
No irnpi·essions should be made on the
eye piece.
This is folly, since any fal::on will at times scrntc:h a hood, and the
smoother the sides, the better, as there is less chance she will work a toe-hold in
the leather.
This slight toe-hold at times helps a falcon get the hood off; usually
at the wl'Ong time.
So to begin with, confine your activities to the simple, plain
serviceable ·hood.
You can go fancie1· after you are adept in making
a smooth
unblemished hood.
Darke1· center pieces on a hood are better than light colored, they will not
show the dirt and look a bit more handsome in contrast with the colored side pieces.
Either leather dye, or some of the antique darker stains dress up the looks of a
hood.
Dye should be applied before wetting and molding the leather as it has a
tendency to discolor the leathe1· and work into the seams if applied after.
In the
case of applying antique finishes this will have to be done after the hood is made,
but care must be exercised lest you get the stain on the leather covering the eye
pieces.
Good hood leather can be bought in certain shades of tan to dark brown,
and a lighter shade will da1·ken with age.
Leave the hood on the form for a day or two to insure proper drying.
It has
been my practice to 1·emove the hood from the form the second day and allow it
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to sit untouched for another day or two.
Then take the bottom stitch where you
first started sewing and pull up the slack and continue doing sc, until you have tightened every stitch.
You will be amazed that you will have as much as an inch or
more of thread at the end of the hood when you finish.
You may have to do this
twice to insure closing any small light leaks.
Trim off the excess at the bottom of the hood and get the bottom perfectly
flat. Trim the whole bottom to the height of the old hood pieces and allow enough
space so yon can add trim leather at the bottom of the hood ,.vithout increasing
the depth of the hood too much.
When the hood will sit on a flat smf,ace ~nc1 is
even ali the way al'Ound, take divider:, and measure the cut that will be made in
the tack tc, close the hood.
::\1easme off the side whe1·e the drawstraps
interlace
and leave £nough spare leathel'.
If too much is cut off it cannot be replat:ed.
Find
the exact m.iddle of the top where the two cuts will join as in fizure 9 and cut the
bick opening.
Only make this cut. If the leathe1· is dry enough, pinch the back
opening together to see if it will clos8 evenly and see that both sides are equally
balanced when held pinched.
To sew on the trim leather, take a suitable piece of light leather which should
be tough and -pliable, abso1·b water, and the color should compl€ment the eye pieces.
That is, if the eye pieces are red, then green, or blue would be a suitable color to
use as b'im leather.
G1·een eye pieces would require a red trim, tan. black, etc. Bear
in mind that the overall appearance
of the hood should not clash; that is, if we have
red eye pieces and g1een bottom trim, it would be unwise to use blue wool or feathers
in the plume, etc.
To make a decent piece of h'im leather, cut a piece longer than the outside
circumference of the hood at the bottom.
With a ruler, roughly 5/16" wide, take
a skiving knife and thin it down so the material
is not too thick when doubled.
Now glue the smface, allow to dry and fold double length.
He.re again use your
dividers and pre-punch the length of it at the pin points (Fig. 10). Start at one
end of the hood and sew the trim to the bottom of the hcod. You can pull it fairly
tight. When the end is reached tie it. Trim off the remainder
and you have your
t1im.
FIG- . ././
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At this point, with your finger dipped in water, \\'.et the inside of the hood
where the threads are, wet the trim leather also, until it is workable.
Put the hood
over the form, again making sure it fits tightly.
With either the handle or a small
hammer gently tap where the threads have been wetted.
This will take any little
bumps out of the threads and the leather and will prevent light leaks.
Now take
the handle and work the trim ieather a1ound the bottom of the hood to a uniform
thickness.
Either squa1 e it along the lwttom, or roll it. But take out any small
imperfections
along the trim, and smooth the threads holding the trim so that it
will be hard to, feel them later with the finger from thP inside.
After the trim has set an<l dried, you may antique th·e center piece of the hood
or wax the outside.
I do not like leather lacquers on hoods, they make the hood
appear too glossy and cheap.
A light coating of wax make:;: the hood resistant
to
watel', and a good creme will be the only necessary cleaner when the hood becomes
soiled.
As an afterthought,
let me advise now against using artificial heat of any
kind to dry a hood while it's on the mold. The leather becomes stiff and will crack.
A good Dutch type hood should hold its shape and still be pliable
In reference to drawstraps,
the ones that are doubled are superior to thP single
thickness drawstraps.
They stick out on the sides, and do not flop or hang when a
hawk shakes her head.
They are easier to find with your lips and consequently
avoid fumbling when it's necessary
to draw the straps on a hawk that is trying
to l'id herself of the hood by shaking her head just after
being hooded.
Long
drawstraps
are a nuisance, as are ones that are too short.
So it's necessary to
find a happy medium in length.
Doubled drawstraps
are glued.
Do not slop glue
on the braces as they retard smoothne.ss of draw.
The braces should not be too
loose, nor too tight; a certain amount of friction is of course necessary to avoid
the tendency of a hood to come open on a hawk's head.
Doubled drawsti·aps have
less tendency to slip than the single brace, however, bear in mind that doubled
drawstraps
must be skived so that the result is no thicker than a siJ:'!gle one. In
putting drawstraps
on the hood, punch holes rather than cut slits in the braces.
This acts more like a drag, and holds letter than braces cut with slits.
The hole
must be of sufficient
diameter so the brace will come through it without a tug of
war.
I usually wet the extreme end of the brace prior to knotting, the knot pulls
tighter, and does not come undone.
Wetting or dampening
the leather where the
drawstraps
come out of the hood and pressing the leather helps compact this area
avoiding an unnecessary
bulge in this area.
It helps give the hood a more finished
look.
The beak opening is next.
Do not cut too large, as a hood should be individually
fitted.
Bevel the cut on the inside.
A good idea on cutting a beak opening might
be to make a pattern
of stiff material
slightly undersized,
and trace the outline
on the hood for placement.
In this way you can determine exactly where the beak
opening is to be placed.
The weakest point on a hood is at the bottom of the beak
opening.
Allow enough here so the hood will not buckle.
One reason for the trim
is to stiffen the bottom of the hood, plus the fact that it gives the finishing touch
to the hood. At this point it might be worthwhile to inject another thought.
Dutch
type hoods should be left OPEN when not in use. I have at times seen Dutch hoods
not in use closed.
The result is that the hood assumes the closed shape and will
not expand readily enough to permit easy passage over the birds head. So to avoid
a narrowed
and constricted
hood, leave it open when not in use. The only time
the hood should be closed is when it is on a hawk's head!
Plumes are a necessary feature of a hood. They se1·ve as a decorative part of
the hood, but the main purpose is as a "handle" to use in easing it over a hawk's
head.
There can be many variations
on plumes, I have seen them from a skimpy
two or three feathers,
leathe1· tabs, to plumes that were almost man sized feathel'
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dustrs.
Othe1·s have plumes shooting skywa1ds to abruptly fall in a w1·eath about
a hNk's shoulders.
They may all have their uses.
I'm inclined to believe the
hoo< and plume should all tie into one uniform unit.
Some falconers
like an
imnnse amount of wcol, othel'S like silk in place of wool. This is individual p1·efe1·Pr2.
The main objection now to too much wool is that hawks usually catch thP; ..
talo; in the wool and fray it, causing the wcol to come out as if it we1·e shedding.
A !Ether tab on a hood se1 ves best on a wild caught hawk.
had an old hagga1·d falcon here that was so honibly hood-shy from her previou own8rs enol'S that she had learned eve1y tri<2k in the book on how to unhood
hei-sf.
She at once knew when hooded whe1·e the plume was, and as fast as she
was 1ooded she reached up and wrn.pp,'d a foot a1·ound the plume like a midget
takii: off a cap, and thus would tmhood hel'Self.
On a spoiled hawk like this a
leath· tab was essential rathe1· than a plume, as she was quite bewildered when
the mnge was made and she could not unhood herself.
he plume should be a balanced item, blending with the rest
of the hood.
Had:
frathe1·s, 01· feathers
off b1·ightly colo1·ed 1·oosters are good; solid colors,
01· rnctm·es ac:cording to taste.
I use a tuft of badger hair as a starting
point.
Contve to keep the feathe1·s of uniform length, it has a mo1·e balanced. effect than
f ea th·s of varying lengths .
. plume is composed of severnl gToL,ps of feathers, each group bound individually.
Bind'irst
one group, and then another, until you have a well balanced plume from
any 1gle. Take a strip of Jeathe1· and fasten one end as you will note in figure
12, i;e1t the tab encl through the two (small) slits cut on the top of the hood,
and Te again conti·ive to cente1· the cuts, so tbe plume wiil not sit too far back
on tr top of the hoo<l, nor too faJ' forwa1·ds.
Pull the tab th ·ough until the base
of th plume l'ides snugly on the leather of the hood. To make a dressie1· plume,
take
few strnnds of wool and lay undc1·neath the tab in the direction of the cuts,
then ind the tab to the plume.
Take additional wool, wrap it around your fingers
of th hand and take a bobby pin, inse11. the wool in this and pull tl:e wool half
way 1rough the slits.
Wfre the wool to the plume and trim the excess wool with
a sc:ig)1·s, and yom· hood is almost comp1eted.
One furthe1· step may prove an adYantae.
Wet the inside of the plume where it passes through on the inside of the
hood, n·ess it upwards to smooth it so that no knot I ides on the hawk's head.
I
realiz I have only cove1·ed the ba1·e essentials
of hood-making,
but with practice
I'm s.·e most falconers can make hoods.
I'm srn·e this article, as confusing as it
is, wi contain a few hints that will enable them to acqni1·e some skill in the art
of hoi-making.
I 11entioned before that va1iations
can be got from
a single
mold.
This
c:an bdone by making deep, shallow, m· medium hoods. va1·ious sized neck openings,
and i1 the way the initial cut is made at the bottom of the hood. You can make
sho1t, nedium, or long· hoods off one TYJold by changing: the cuts at the bottom.
By ma.ing-, say, six hoods off each mold, and grn<luating to another mold, making
a pattrn, mold, etc. you can build up :.t suitable collection of hoods.
A few skulls help in dete1·mining how a hood fits, and to a certain
extent
mountd hawks.
The true test comes in hying the hoods on live hawks.
Often
many hanges, and many hoods have to be made on one mold to perfect the mold,
patten
and shape so that a hawk will accommodate
it without raising the roof.
Here r:ain is whe1·e lea1·ning by doing is the only way.
I have never seen a
Dutch ;ype hood that would fit close to fifty percent of the hawks it was tried
on. Scfor a falconer to write and say, "I have a peregrine, please send me a hood,"
is likea man writing- and saying, "I'm a man send a suit of clothes to fit, but I
do notknow my size."
Therefor, the only way falconers are going to be satisfied
1
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is to start making their own to fit the individual bird.
Smc it's wo1·k, but anyone
not wishing to expend time should not be active in falconry.
The common complaint most falconers
make about Dutch type hoods is:
1. They haven't
seen 01· had any that fit thei1· hawks.
I believe I have given
a ve1·bal illustrntion
as to why a particulal'
hood will not fit every falcon, so unless
a hood-maker
is adept at assuming
what weight, sex and size a bfrd is, he cannot
even come close to sending a hood that will fit a hawk.
Most hood-makers
have
what they call, large, average and small.
Unfortunately,
this is not enough coverage,
as most falcons hit in between the so-called ave1·age hood sizes.
But to some people
a hood is a hood, and it goes on the hawk's head whether it fits the hawk 0l' not.
Many hoods have to be tried and fitted to a falcon to actually find the 1·ight hood,
and he1·e again, two hoods of fifty might be close, but not quite the hood.
So an
individual hood made solely for this bird will be the outcome.
I don't think it practical
for a falconer
to have less than a hund1·ed or mo1·e
hoods of va1ying sizes if he wants to be able to fit most birds that fall into his hands.
Sometimes,
even this amount seems small when a particulai· falcon appeal'S hai·d to
fit.
The making of Dutch type hoods can while away many hours dul'ing the off
seasons of hawking.
Give it a tl'y if you want to accomplish
a worthwhile
and
useful prnject and keep your hand in on hawking. The manufacture
of hoods to those
who cannot, because of ci1·cumstances
01 conditions
beyond their contl'ol, keep a
hawk, would benefit not only their future bi1·ds, but give nearby falconel'S a chance
to acquire a supply of hoods at a latel' date.
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Notes on Hunting and Feeding Activities of
Peregrine Falcons in Sou th Texas and lVIexico
by WM. S . .JENNINGS

These notes arc taken from 1·eco1ds obse1·ved during the period Octobe1·, 1949,
thr<Jt:gh the µresent, and an~ presented
me1·ely as items of interest
-fo1· those wi,o
enjoy watching the skill and bea:ity of c'.uck hawks in flight.
In November, 1949, I was engaged in goo~e :rapping
and bar.ding activities
in
the coastal mai·shes and 1ice fields of southeast
Texas.
While lying in a blind
watching great c~ouds of watedo,Yl which had been frightontd
from feeding: activities,
I casually r.oted that qccasionally one duc:k wonld suddenly b1·oak ont of the circling
mass and fnrntically
plummet
toward the ea1·th,
Upon closer ohs-::1:v~tie:11 it v,as
noted that these frantic indiYiduals weLe closely 1)m·sued by a duck hawk.
Afte1· a
few minutes of close obsCl'vation fi\'e duck hawks we1·e counted flying around in the
cfrding m:_1ss of clucks and geese.
They con~tant1y passed within a foot or twc o-C
ducks that they eas.ily could haYe captmcd,
yet lhey did not <lo so.. Oc(;asionally a
hawk would sinQ:lc out one individual from a flock nnd 1wess th,~ attack all the ·way
to foe ground.
There seemed to be no attempt
,~n the r~11t of any of the hawks t'.:l
actually catch the individual they were ,rnrsuing. Could they simply have been playing:
or exercising
Only one binl, a snow goose, in th2 flock r>f thousands
was actually
observed
to be stl'Uck. This bfrd was sti·,,tcl~ in the l:ack by a hawk when it accidentally
crossed
the flight path of the circling bird. Thc1·e was no chase and the falcon did not press
the attack.
The goose did not appear to be hurt although a few feat hers were knocked
from its back.
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